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Current Issues Relevant to Our Clients

DC Circuit Court of Appeals Holds That Open Market CLO Managers Do Not Have to
Comply With Dodd-Frank Risk Retention Requirements
The US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit issued a significant decision today in the case of LSTA v. SEC and Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. The case involved a question of whether the risk retention requirements imposed by
Section 941 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Pub. L. No. 111-203, 124 Stat. 1376 (2010),
“Section 941”) required open market CLO managers to retain risk in those transactions they managed.
The Court of Appeals held that the decision to apply Section 941’s credit risk retention requirements to open market managers of CLOs
was incorrect given the nature of the transactions performed by those CLO managers. The court recognized that open market CLO
managers neither originate the loans being securitized nor hold them as an asset at any point. The Court stated that the SEC and the
Federal Reserve’s preferred interpretation seemed to stretch the statute beyond the natural meaning of what was written by Congress.
In so finding, the Court of Appeals:
(i)

reversed the judgment of the district court and remanded the case with instructions to grant summary judgment to the
LSTA on whether application of the rule to CLO managers is valid under Section 941,

(ii)

vacated summary judgment on the issue of how to calculate the five percent risk retention, and

(iii)

vacated the rule insofar as it applies to open market CLO managers.

Click here to view the court’s opinion.
The LSTA will be hosting a webinar for its members at 11:00 am on Monday, February 12, 2018 to summarize the court's decision and
discuss the immediate implications of the decision as well as next steps. Click here for more information from the LSTA.

For More Information
If you have any questions or would like to discuss this ruling, the underlying regulations, or the prospects and timeline for any appeal in
greater detail, please contact a member of the Asset Securitization Department or visit us online at chapman.com.
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